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BRAINSTORM - GROUP - PRIORITIZE

Use this when you have defined the problem you're trying to solve and you're ready to start exploring solutions.

Define your problem statement

What problem are you trying to solve? Frame your problem as a How Might We statement.

This will be the focus of your brainstorm.

How Might We best capture human

interest in the UI?

Brainstorm

Write down any ideas that come to mind that address your problem statement.

Remember, the key rules of brainstorming are:

Defer

judgment
Go for volume Be visual

Build on the

ideas of others
Stay on topic

Encourage

wild ideas

PRO TIP: Select a sticky note and click

the pencil icon in the menu to sketch.

10 minutes

color

Prioritize

Your team should all be on the same page about what's important moving forward. Place your

ideas on this grid to determine which ideas are important and which are feasible.

20 minutes

5 minutes

Group Ideas

Group ideas

Use this space to group similar ideas from the brainstorm. Each group should

have a title that describes what the ideas have in common. If a group is bigger

than six sticky notes, try and see if you and break it up into smaller sub-groups.

PRO TIP: This is a great place to use color coding. You can change the color

of multiple sticky notes at once.

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 5

Group 6

20 minutes

CONTENT CLARITY

Interactive  interfaces

I like to use Section

508 requirements as a

foot-in-the door for

understanding a

diversity of users

research

should be the

foundation  of

UI decisions

Make simple

and focus on a

few "calls to

action" (avoid

info overload)

Pop- up Museums  to

create continuity

between research

and design

present it unfinished

activate curiosity

Many people often confuse

Visual design with User

interface design - I like to

always start out with

"sketchy' prptyoes and

Lorym Ipsom text

Typographic

hierarchy
proximity

visual

alignment

animation/

motion

Design

systems

content first

visuals but not

relying on

icons that can

be

misunderstood

UI should help

guide the user

to complete

their task

easily?

I like to use explain theories

of cognitive psychology and

make analogies to help

people understand that UI is

more of a science than an

art

similarity

Picture/Graphics

sufficient

white space

Continuity

I like to find one developer

that I can 'flip' to

understanding UCD, and

then leverage them to get

the entire team onboard

Process for

auditing UI

UX

Figure/Groun

dimportant

stuff "above

the fold"

Don't make

assumptions

about the

user

Common

Region

"progressive

disclosure" to

encourage me

to discover

more

Progressive

disclosure of

content

Usability starts with

YOU -- (a developer

once replied-- but it

ends in why)

"microlearning"

content that

includes

whiteboard

drawings

Intuitive

presentation

of

information

Know your

audience!

ability to

interact with the

ui by adding

inline content,

voting, etc.

Be careful when using

high-fidelity prototypes -

the developers will use

them instead of the

specifications

UX and Dev

collababoration
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